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Key Observations
The workshop participants consider Russian influence operations to be a serious
threat to the nation to be clear, an existential threat.
While R
ia info ma ion a fa e lacks the immediate destructive power of
nuclear weapons, it can be described as a weapon of mass deception, spreading
discord and dissension, undermining the foundation of our democratic form of
government, threatening the core of what we are or should strive to be, and
therefore corrosive over the long run.
The Russian threat is not theoretical, but ongoing. It involves more than just
meddling in elections. It is continuous and aims at deepening divisions and
fomenting conflict on every contentious issue.
Russian influence operations are not new, but they have become more
aggressive in response to what Russian leaders perceive as a hostile but divided
and more susceptible West.
New technologies have facilita ed R
ia campaign, b i In e ne operations
are only one element of Russian influence operations. The Internet, however,
has the advantage of offering calabili
i h minimal e pen e.
Russia currently poses the most salient challenge, but it is not the only country
perfecting information warfare tactics. It must be anticipated that other
adversaries will employ such tactics as an accompaniment or alternative to future
military operations.
The continued lack of an effective response and perceived success will
encourage Russia to continue its influence operations and other countries to
escalate theirs.
The United States is the most powerful nation in the world by traditional military
measures. It is the largest exporter of popular culture. Ironically, it is the
inventor of the Internet that is now being used so effectively against it. And yet,
for a variety of reasons, the United States trails in its ability to mount influence
operations or defend itself against others.
Despite the intense media coverage of Russian meddling, awareness and
understanding of the nature and consequences of hostile foreign influence
operations remain remarkably poor. This failure to comprehend the threat
reflects, in part, deliberate avoidance by certain segments of society, the media,
and ultimately parts of the U.S. government.
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Deepening social, economic, and political divides have made the United States
especially vulnerable to Russian influence operations. The nation is presently so
fractured it hardly needs the actions of foreign operatives. Russia has not
created this disunity, but it seeks to intensify it. That makes the best remedy a
less-divided America obvious, but it is the most difficult to achieve.
The United States is not defenseless. We have engaged in this type of contest
before, but we must get better at it, since our foes are getting better. Doing so
will require a true appreciation of the threat, political commitment, organization,
resources, and training. It means re-learning the lessons of the past.
Technology companies should be recruited (not conscripted) as partners in
ensuring the integrity of communications, which is in both their own and the
public interest.
The United States is not limited to defensive measures. Offensive options are
available that offer opportunities to impose costs on our foes, although these are
only partially explored and highly sensitive.
Truth is a legitimate and powerful weapon. It can include public exposure of who
or what is behind foreign efforts to promote divisiveness, disclosing their
corruption and hypocrisy and disseminating objective, fact-based information,
even when that means candid self-criticism.
Our own elected leaders should be pushed to pronounce the rules of behavior
that will govern their actions in U.S. political campaigns. Accepting that
American politics are rough does not mean accepting that foreign powers can
participate. Neither can their methods of deception become the norm.
Ultimately, the workshop concluded, the U.S. government must develop and
implement a comprehensive plan focusing on media (old and new), education,
geopolitical analyses, and public discourse to effectively offset and ultimately
neutralize the insidious nonstop influence operations of Russia and other foreign
adversaries. The U.S. strategy must combine traditional rebuttal measures
adopted in the 1980s with smart adjustments in counterpropaganda to suit the
audiences and targeted campaigns of the 21st century. Given the ample
evidence of active measures conducted by China, Iran, North Korea, Cuba, and
other nations, participants of the workshop are making a clarion call to action. It
is imperative for the long-term health of American democracy.
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There is broad consensus among U.S. intelligence agencies that Russia interfered in
the 2016 presidential election, continued its meddling in the 2018 Congressional
elections, and will attempt to do so again in the 2020 elections, probably using ever
more sophisticated techniques.
These are the conclusions of the 2017 Intelligence Community Assessment of Russian
interference in the 2016 elections (Assessing Russian Activities and Intentions in
Recent U.S. Elections often referred to as the ICA), the 2019 Annual Threat
Assessment prepared by the Office of the Director of National Intelligence,1 and other
official assessments as reflected in public statements by Department of Justice and FBI
officials.
R
ia ecen effo
eflec a long hi o of infl ence ope a ion da ing back o the
1917 Revolution, and even earlier, to statecraft under the Czars. Influence operations,
efe ed o b Mo co a ac i e mea e ,
continued during the Cold War and after the fall of
the Soviet Union.2 However, these efforts have
the United States
recently escalated as part of a worldwide campaign
o ad ance R
ia in e e
and eaken i foe ,
and its allies are and
not only by military intervention, threats of war,
will remain under
intimidation, and exploiting Russian economic
influence over its immediate neighbors, but also
permanent attack.
through influence operations. It is not just about
The confusion and
affecting the outcome of elections. Russia employs
disarray that are now
the techniques of information warfare to intensify
domestic discord on a range of issues to foment
evident only invite
distrust and thereby weaken democratic institutions
more-sustained and
and undermine U.S. alliances that it perceives as
hostile.
deeper probes.
Russia believes it is at war with the United States
and that the United States is at war with it, even if
the war is non-kinetic. In R
ia s strategic view and
military doctrine, influence operations and information warfare in their broadest sense
including cyber war can function as decisive elements of that war by eroding
1

Office of he Di ec o of Na ional In elligence, A e ing R
ian Ac i i ie and In en ion in Recen US
Elec ion , In elligence Comm ni A e men , Jan a 6, 2017, a ailable a
https://www.dni.gov/files/documents/ICA_2017_01.pdf.
2
In o di c
ion, he e m infl ence ope a ion and info ma ion a fa e, a
ell a he old So ie
e m ac i e mea e , a e ed in e changeabl o encompa all effo aimed a haping p blic
perceptions in ways that can weaken the targeted state and assist Russia in achieving its national
security and foreign policy goals.
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confidence and stability in targeted countries and allowing Russia to achieve its
strategic objectives, possibly without firing a shot. Indeed, this is what they believe the
United States did to them a generation ago when the Soviet Union collapsed. Therefore
we must understand that the United States and its allies are and will remain under
permanent attack. The confusion and disarray that are now evident only invite moresustained and deeper probes.
Indeed, Russian leaders and academic ied o R
ia go e nmen profess that we
are in decline and essentially are telling us that if we do not accept Russian proposals
and offers or try to counter them, they are willing to escalate in both the military and
information warfare spheres with even more provocations.
These efforts also include attempts to sabotage elections or tamper with voting results.
Whether any of the terms also include the physical sabotage of critical infrastructure
carried out remotely via the Internet depends on individual interpretation. Remotely
executed sabotage may be considered like any other physical sabotage, but it is
achieved through a different vector. Since manipulating perceptions is different from
causing physical damage and, potentially, casualties, it probably would provoke a
different response.
Although Russia poses the greatest immediate information warfare threat to the United
States, it is not the only adversary. Russia is
joined by China, North Korea, Iran, Cuba, and
several other countries, as well as non-state
the partisan divide
actors that have adopted information warfare as a
non-combat tool for advancing their military and
has deepened in
political objectives.

Washington and
across the nation to
the point that almost
every inquiry is viewed
as either an opening
to attack or a political
threat to be crushed.

The Senate Select Committee on Intelligence
reviewed and endorsed the conclusions of the ICA
but criticized its lack of historical context.3 There
is a tendency to see Russian interference in U.S.
domestic politics as something new, which, of
course, it is not. Perhaps this is a natural
consequence of the fact that the Cold War ended
nearly three decades ago. Hardly anyone in
government today can personally recall the U.S.
efforts to counter Soviet propaganda and political
intrusions in the 1980s, let alone those of earlier
decades.

The fact that recent Russian efforts have relied heavily on exploiting the Internet and
manipulating social media also makes them appear as something entirely new and the
3

Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, "Unclassified Summary of Initial Findings on 2017 Intelligence
Community Assessment," July 3, 2018, available at
https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/sites/default/files/publications/ssci_ica.pdf.
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exclusive domain of techies. Clearly, new technology has emerged in recent years, but
the underlying tactics and strategy remain unchanged. Nor are Russian efforts limited
to the Internet. There is no need to reinvent the wheel. Evidence of Russian influence
has been provided daily via its sponsored TV stations such as RT (the Russian
government-funded television network formerly known as Russia Today), the radio
programming and news agency work of Sputnik, false and misleading Twitter and
Facebook accounts, and manipulated social media reports, each intended to reinforce
Kremlin positions and/or denigrate the views of its rivals and adversaries.4
There is, however, one striking difference today: Partisan politics are not new to the
United States, but the partisan divide has deepened in Washington and across the
nation to the point that almost every inquiry is viewed as either an opening to attack or a
political threat to be crushed. In this environment, Russian adversaries take second
place. The more immediate foes are those across the aisle, down the hill, or across the
river. The issue of Russian meddling in U.S. elections has come to be the Biblical
shibboleth that defines political loyalties.
Purpose of the Workshop
It is against this background that informal discussions about the pernicious effects of
Russian meddling in U.S. domestic politics and society evolved into a day-long meeting
to discuss how best to identify, understand, and ultimately respond to Russian efforts to
manipulate popular opinion in the United States, erode faith in U.S. institutions,
influence U.S. elections, and impact U.S. policy formation. Even if all foreign efforts to
influence domestic politics were not deemed inherently illegitimate, Russian influence
operations are inimical to U.S. interests and require response. The issue is not the
morality of influence operations, but protecting U.S. democracy from external
interference.
Therefore, our intention was to assemble a small, informal group in a workshop that
would review the challenges of recent Russian active measures, put these measures
into a longer perspective, and identify lessons learned from previous campaigns.
Historical knowledge was important.
Most of the participants were veterans of the Cold War with long firsthand experience in
this area. They had served in the White House, the State Department, United States
Information Agency (USIA), the Pentagon, the Intelligence Community, the FBI,
research centers, and broadcasting entities under Republican and Democratic
administrations. They added a useful historical perspective and were able to point out
that the United States has a long history of countering Soviet and Russian
disinformation, propaganda, and other influence operations targeting the West.
Periodically, the country has organized itself to successfully counter Russian efforts.

4

Jennifer Kavanagh and Michael D. Rich, Truth Decay: An Initial Exploration of the Diminishing Role of
Facts and Analysis in American Public Life, Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, RR-2314-RC, 2018,
pp. 184 185, available at https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR2314.html.
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As discussed in greater detail later in this report, one such success was an interagency
group formed in 1981: the Active Measures Working Group (AMWG). Some of the
workshop participants were directly involved with the AMWG, but ultimately a diversity
of professional experience was sought to replicate in 2019 the thinking and ultimate
success of this long disbanded group. Abbreviated participant biographies are
provided in the Appendix.
The workshop summarized here was not an effort to renew the Cold War. The
participants were well aware and some even critical of the past U.S. policy decisions
that frightened Russia into thinking that the United States was bent upon its destruction
and dismemberment. And they were mindful that U.S. responses to Russian
interference had to be part of a broader review of U.S. policy toward Russia, including
the objective of reducing tensions.
With the assistance of Ambassador Robert Gelbard, a technology expert was included
to update participants on various technological
advances.
The May 2, 2019, Workshop
The workshop, convened on May 2, 2019, had no
underlying political or commercial agenda. None
of the participants were compensated. They were
motivated by interest in the subject and concern
for the country. All agreed that a nonpartisan
approach was essential. There were differences of
opinion during the discussions, but political guns
were left at the door.
With support from a private benefactor, the
participants met in the Franklin Room of the
venerable University Club in Washington, DC, the
first president of which, in 1904, was then
Secretary of War William Howard Taft.

participants were
well aware and some
even critical of the
past U.S. policy
decisions that
frightened Russia into
thinking that the United
States was bent upon its
destruction and
dismemberment.

The location of the meeting had unintended
significance. Benjamin Franklin himself was a
master of active measures, incl ding ing fo ged doc men o demo ali e Ame ica
enemies and create fake news. During the Revolutionary War, Franklin forged a letter
from a Prussian prince to the commander of German mercenaries serving with British
forces, advising him to let his wounded soldiers die, since the British would pay more for
a death than for a wounded soldier. The letter was widely circulated and reportedly
contributed to desertions by Prussian soldiers.5
5

Walter Isaacson, Benjamin Franklin: An American Life, New York: Simon & Schuster, 2003, pp. 339
340; also Central Intelligence Agenc , A Look Back ... Benjamin F anklin: Fo nding Fa he of Co e
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Later in 1782, as ambassador to France, Franklin fabricated an issue of an actual
Boston newspaper containing a letter from an American officer that described the
contents of a captured package intended for the
British governor of Canada. The package
reportedly contained the scalps of American
soldiers, farmers, and their wives and children,
influence operations
accompanied by a letter from a British agent
are not new and are not
describing the torture and murder of the victims
in grisly detail, along with the text of a speech by
new to Americans. Nor
an Indian chief allied with the British asking for
should Americans
compensation.6 Franklin circulated the fake
article, which was reprinted in London
consider themselves
newspapers. British readers were already avid
novices. We can play
con me of cap i e li e a e accounts of
this game too.
pe on ho had been held cap i e b
a age
or enslaved by pirates and readily accepted the
letter as proof of hei o n go e nmen
reprehensible behavior.
A F anklin effo
emind , influence operations are not new and are not new to
Americans. Nor should Americans consider themselves novices. We can play this
game too.
To further encourage robust discussion, the workshop was held under the Chatham
House Rule, with the exception of the technology tutorial, which was the only prepared
presentation. The following summary is organized along thematic lines, although the
da di c
ion did no follow such a neat sequence.
Historical Context
Contemporary Russian influence operations draw on long tradition. Early in the 19th
century, militant socialists saw themselves as the vanguard of a worldwide movement.
The First International in 1864 sought to ni e p ole a ian of all co n ie . Follo ing
the 1917 Revolution, the victorious Bolsheviks created the Communist International, or
Comintern, in 1919. While its stated purpose was to promote world revolution, the
Comintern functioned as an organ of the Soviet Union to control or influence foreign
political parties, mass media, and other institutions abroad.
From the 1920s through the 1980s, the recruitment of spies and influence operations
remained the heart and soul of Soviet intelligence operations abroad. These operations
aimed at undermining foreign governments hostile to the Soviet Union and, in later
Ac ion, po ed on J l 2, 2009, and last updated on April 30, 2013, available at
https://www.cia.gov/news-information/featured-story-archive/benjamin-franklin.html.
6
Robert G. Parkin on, Fake Ne ? Tha a Ve Old S o , Washington Post, November 25, 2016,
available at https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/fake-news-thats-a-very-oldstory/2016/11/25/c8b1f3d4-b330-11e6-8616-52b15787add0_story.html?utm_term=.52d66b299b47.
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years, at undermining U.S. influence, fracturing Western Europe, and weakening the
NATO alliance. Russian influence operations did not end with the fall of the Soviet
Union. They were renewed as a consequence of two developments during the 1990s.
One was the political infighting (among both oligarchs and officials) associated with the
rise of Boris Yeltsin, an experience that would have undoubtedly shaped then Prime
Minister Vladimir Putin's view of the use of information in political and military warfare.
Defamation, scandal, and active measures at home and abroad became a regular part
of the Russian repertoire. In addition, Western banks became involved in prominent
money-laundering scandals highlighting the corrupting influence of Russian money.7
In sum, the corruption of Western banking systems by Russian money, the systematic
use of information warfare for political and economic objectives, and the continuing
mindset of the armed forces and intelligence
community that regarded the West as hostile began
to coalesce aggressive influence operations were
essential and effective.8
The role of
The next development includes the break-up of
Yugoslavia, beginning in the early 1990s, coinciding
i h Chechn a decla a ion of independence in
1992,9 and the flower and color revolutions in
Georgia and Ukraine in 2003 and 2004. From
Mo co
pe pec i e, he e en in the former
Yugoslavia and the popular protests in the former
Soviet Republics were viewed as a Westerninspired campaign to surround Russia with hostile
states and ultimately dismember the country itself.

nonmilitary means of
achieving political and
strategic goals has
grown, and, in many
cases, they have
exceeded the power of
force of weapons in
their effectiveness.

Russian strategists saw the proliferation of prodemocracy nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs), popular protests, U.S. backing of
democratic opposition parties, and, in the case of
Y go la ia, mili a in e en ion b NATO and l ima el NATO membe hip move
east starting in 1999 with the admittance of former Warsaw Pact countries as part of
a grand strategy that Russia needed to learn from in order to defend itself against
hostile Western designs.10 This line of thinking was reflected in the strategic
observations made in a 2013 article by General Gerasimov, the Chief of the General
7

C ime Wi ho P ni hmen , The Economist, August 26, 1999, available at
https://www.economist.com/special/1999/08/26/crime-without-punishment.
8
Arkady Ostrovsky, The Invention of Russia: The Rise of Putin and the Age of Fake News, London:
Penguin Books, 2017.
9
Chechn a and R
ia: Timeline, The Guardian, April 16, 2009, available at
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2009/apr/16/chechnya-russia-timeline.
10
E gene R me and Richa d Sokol k , Thi Yea of U.S. Polic To a d R
ia: Can he Vicio
Circle Be B oken? Ca negie Endo men fo In e na ional Peace, J ne 20, 2019, a ailable a
https://carnegieendowment.org/2019/06/20/thirty-years-of-u.s.-policy-toward-russia-can-vicious-circle-bebroken-pub-79323.
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Staff of the Russian armed forces.11 In the article, General Gerasimov noted, The role
of nonmilitary means of achieving political and strategic goals has grown, and, in many
ca e , he ha e e ceeded he po e of fo ce of eapon in hei effec i ene .
While the Russian intelligence services have an almost seamless institutional memory
of influence operations (despite the 1917 Revolution and the 1991 fall of the Soviet
Union), the U.S. approach has generally been different. Both domestically and
internationally, propaganda carries a pejorative connotation and any U.S. government
role, especially one involving the Pentagon or the Intelligence Community, is seen by
many as inimical to democracy.
Continuity Versus Change
The continuity apparent in Russian influence operations over the past hundred years
does not mean that there are no differences in Russian strategy or tactics between early
operations and the current ones. Participants at the workshop agreed that Russian
influence operations have become more assertive, often with little effort being made to
cover their tracks. They appear to be a more prominent feature of Russian strategy with
little or no consequences. A one pa icipan no ed, R
ia oda i mo e a e i e
and e face no con eq ence
no pushback. By not bothering to cover their
Internet tracks, the Russians are advertising their
in ol emen .

Russia today is
focused on
destabilization and
sowing the seeds of
discord, thereby
weakening the target
countries.

Another clear difference results from changes
affo ded b oda
echnolog . Whe ea ea lie
Russian influence operations focused on
recruiting or influencing political elites and
intermediaries who could help persuade the
masses, on-line social media now allow direct
communication with the retail audience.

Influence operations also appear to be cheaper
and less complex now than they were in the past,
when buying influence meant supporting front
groups, especially when the sole objective of the
operation was to create conflict and confusion and
cause people to question institutions. The troll
factory established by Russia to target the United States during the 2016 elections is
estimated to have cost $10 million and employed 100 people, none of whom had to be
infiltrated into the United States or supported undercover. The scalability allowed by the

11

Valery Gerasimov, The Val e of Science I in he Fo e igh , Military-Industrial Kurier, February 2013;
English translation available at https://www.armyupress.army.mil/Portals/7/militaryreview/Archives/English/Contemporary-Warfare-and-Current-Issues-for-the-Defense-of-the-Country.pdf.
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Internet and social media allowed these 100 people to directly engage with millions of
Americans.
Yet another difference is the current absence of an ideological message or a specific
political line. Soviet information operations were once directed at encouraging support
for the policies and allies of the Soviet Union. The prime directive in target countries
was to cultivate allies across the political spectrum, not just the left.
Contemporary Russian influence operations are not necessarily aimed at persuading
the audience to adopt a particular point of view that is advantageous to Russia. Russia
today is focused on destabilization and sowing the seeds of discord, thereby weakening
the target countries. Its information operations are intended to cause uncertainty,
provoke suspicion, deepen societal divisions, exacerbate tensions, and discredit
go e nmen in i ion , all of hich a e aimed a eakening R
ia pe cei ed foe .
The influence operations thereby support Russian national security interests, but the
message is not necessarily linked to promoting a specific interpretation. The goal is to
spread confusion.
This frees Russian influence operations from any constraints, making the task easier.
The influence operations may support sympathetic socialists, right-wing nationalists, or
environmentalists. They may support both sides of a particular dispute at the same
time, attempting merely to intensify the conflict. There is no need for consistency.
R
ia p opaganda ope a i e do no ha e o p h hei a dience o a d one ide of
an issue or the other he don e en ha e o decide on one i
e. Thi became clea
in he di c
ion of R
ia e ploi a ion of oda comm nica ion echnolog .
The role of the Russian Orthodox Church as an active partner in Russian influence
operations has also recently evolved.12 The Orthodox Church and Russian security
services have been intertwined for centuries. The first Communist leaders actively
promoted atheism over religion; however, the Orthodox Church, which was officially
suppressed at the time but never outlawed, gained status through its ability to promote
Russian patriotism crucial during World War II and assist in the achievement of
Soviet objectives abroad, for example, in the Soviet-sponsored peace movement in the
1980s. The fall of the Soviet Union prompted a rise in Russian nationalism and a
eligio
e i al. The e ha been a a e pan ion of he ch ch ole nde P in, and
it is different in that under Communist rule, the church played a more secular role,
whereas under Putin, it has been more overtly religious.13 The relationship has allowed
the church to expand its role in education and in access to those serving in the military,
as well as to the foreign ministry, which can assist the church in expanding its
congregation in Russia and its influence abroad.

12

G ego L. F ee e, R
ian O hodo and Poli ic in he P in E a, Ca negie Endo men fo
International Peace, February 2, 2017, available at https://carnegieendowment.org/2017/02/09/russianorthodoxy-and-politics-in-putin-era-pub-67959.
13
A a no e of hi o ical i on , P in
ome ha ec e bap i m a o e een b he fa he of he c en
Primate of the Russian Orthodox Church. Ibid.
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Targeting Social Media
To assist workshop pa icipan
nde anding of he ne echnological a pec
associated with influence operations, Emerson Brooking of the Digital Forensic
Research Lab a start-up within the Atlantic Council was invited to deliver an
overview. Drawing upon his 2018 co-authored book, LikeWar: The Weaponization of
Social Media,14 Brooking argued that social media has become a new battlefield.
The contest is psychological. It is thousands of never-ending battles among millions of
actors intended to draw attention to particular newsfeeds in order to gain a higher
content ranking, which is ultimately determined by algorithms. In this battlefield, for
example, state actors compete with terrorists on what is essentially a level playing field.
Brooking noted that war -be it the campaigns of the Continental Army, the German
blitzkrieg, he Allie
a egic bombing campaign of Wo ld Wa II, o he c en
Ame ican ac ic of Shock and A e ( he e of overwhelming power and spectacular
di pla of fo ce o pa al e he enem pe cep ion
of the battlefield and destroy its will to fight) was
always about impacting and changing perception.
Propaganda operations often accompany what
takes place on the battlefield, with mixed results.
The Nazis employed a thousand people to generate
propaganda, and they still lost. In highlighting the
questionable value of certain propaganda, one
participant recalled that Americans dropped tons of
leaflets during the Vietnam War, but they had little
impact on the Vietnamese population, who
reportedly regarded them as a source of toilet
paper.

The contest is
psychological. It is
thousands of neverending battles among
millions of actors
intended to draw
attention to particular
newsfeeds in order to
gain a higher content
ranking

As the digital environment was developing in the
1990s, there were numerous analyses of the way
the world would change. A popular term of this
pe iod a di in e media ion the removal of the
middleman. Amazon, Lyft, Uber, and Tinder are all
current examples of this phenomenon. Silicon
Valley was happy to remove traditional gatekeepers, thus enabling the creation of a new
and noble f ee ma ke ha o ld be he l ima e a bi e of inne and lo e , i h he
winners it was assumed being those things best for society as a whole. However,
humans can be manipulated.

14

P. W. Singer and Emerson T. Brooking, LikeWar: The Weaponization of Social Media, Boston and
New York: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2018. The May 2, 2019, workshop presentation handout is
available at https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sSYVDDsbErqCnE-wtamOmkiRIe-Phtrp/view.
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Brooking contrasted various historical events to highlight the importance of changing
technology and the corresponding use/importance of social media. During the buildup
to D-Day the largest logistical operation in history, with the assembly of two million
troops the Germans knew an attack was coming, but they did not know where. In
contrast, the 2011 operation to kill Osama bin Laden was known to possibly 100 people.
Nevertheless, a Twitter user in Abbottabad, Pakistan, became an unknowing reporter of
the operation as he initially complained about a loud helicopter noise in the middle of
the night and started posting online.
Another recent event Brooking used to highlight the role of social media was the
February 2019 skirmish between Pakistan and India following a Jaish-e-Mohammad
(JEM) terrorist attack on Indian security personnel in India-controlled Kashmir. The
Atlantic Council did a lot of work on this brief battle and was able to produce a battle
assessment. With the aid of Google Earth, the Atlantic Council identified the exact
location of a downed Indian MiG-21 fighter from social media posts of the destroyed
aircraft and was then able to refute Indian government claims of damage inflicted on
JEM facilities, using before-and-after photos. With this analysis, the Atlantic Council
itself became part of the conflict, as it was on the receiving end of the opprobrium of
Indian nationalists. Ultimately, social media has provided an uninterrupted window on
the world, even in such remote parts of the world as Kashmir.
B ooking p e en a ion hen pi o ed o he heme Wa in he Open o highligh o he
areas in which social media exerts a major influence. The first example he cited was
the 2017 Fyre Festival fiasco in Exumas, Bahamas. The Fyre Festival was billed as a
luxury music festival that was promoted by two individuals with no experience in
promoting large events. The location site they selected had neither running water nor
electricity. The promoters used all the money collected from advance ticket sales as
well as from investors for marketing. Several social media influencers were flown to the
island to provide Instagram promotions, including Kendall Jenner, who has 100 million
Instagram followers and was reportedly paid $250,000 for one Instagram post.
Brooking then described the efforts of a single reporter to uncover the true situation of
the Fyre Festival, facing the nearly impossible task of competing with the likes of
Kendall Jenner. In a world in which only perception matters, the competition was
lopsided. Those who attended the festival ended up staying in FEMA tents under
terrible conditions and ultimately required evacuation with chartered flights.
According to Brooking, social media has even impacted gang violence, noting that
criminal gangs were often early adopters of this technology. A Mexican drug cartel
created a professional-looking YouTube video highlighting its extreme violence to instill
fear in the local population.
To illustrate how war has become instant theater, Brooking used the rise of ISIS and its
subsequent attack on Mosul, Iraq, in 2014. Approximately 1,500 ISIS fighters, traveling
mainly in pickup trucks and armed mostly with AK-47s, conquered a city with a
population of well over a million and defended by more than 30,000 Iraqi troops. To be
R SSIA S
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sure, the Iraqi security forces were undermined by sectarian discrimination, corruption,
cronyism, incompetence, and cowardly leadership, but the effective use of social media
by ISIS propaganda contributed to the panic.
In addition to creating its own mobile-phone applications, ISIS created its own hashtags,
which it used on social media to allow people to easily find messages with specific
themes or content.15 Although the ISIS app was the most popular app in the Arab world
in 2014, onl 15 pe cen of Mo l e idents had access to the Internet. Even reaching
this small portion of the population, ISIS propaganda created a contagion effect. Before
ISIS e en appea ed a Mo l doo ep, ma fea p ead h o gh he ci , allo ing
ISIS to enter uncontested.

Russia s current
information
operations are derived
from lessons it learned
during what it
perceived as
information
campaigns directed
against itself.

The ISIS sweep across northern Iraq had farreaching psychological effects. Brooking cited
public-opinion poll cha ing Ame ican fea of
terrorism, which showed that Americans were
more fearful of terror in August 2014 than in
October 2001 just days after the 9/11 attacks.
Invariably, this result reflects the impact of social
media and its wide usage. (That may be true, but it
is not the entire explanation. Another participant
pointed out that the alarming statements made by
a number of high-ranking American officials at the
ime con ib ed o Ame ica an ie . The a
leaders respond can fuel or dampen public
anxiety.)

O he e ample efe enced d ing B ooking
technology tutorial, including the 2004 Ukrainian
Revolution (Orange Revolution) and the Twitterorganized Iranian protest against the disputed
2009 Iranian presidential election, emphasized the
impact of social media. The protest of a perceived flawed election was also witnessed
in Russia following the 2011 Duma elections, in which Vladimi P in Uni ed R
ia
pa
ook a majo i of he ea . R
ia leade hip ie ed he e p o e
a an
existential threat, which, from its perspective, underscored the potential impact of social
media. (This may be viewed as further evidence that Ru ia c en info ma ion
operations are derived from lessons it learned during what it perceived as information
campaigns directed against itself.)

15

Majid Alfifi, Pa i a Kagha ga an, Jame Ca e lee, and F ed Mo a e , Mea ing he Impac of ISIS
Social Media S a eg , Depa men of Comp e Science & Enginee ing, Te a A&M Uni e i ,
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While it is, of course, not social media, RT was once described a a BBC-like ne
outlet.16 Now, most would accept that Russian government propaganda and positions
dominate RT programming.
The foc of he di c
ion ine i abl
ned o R
ia
ocial media ope a ion d ing
the 2016 U.S. presidential elections, including the use of Facebook, Instagram, and
Twitter. With minimal financial outlays, Russians operatives masquerading as
Americans purchased advertisements on Facebook to run a far-reaching information
campaign. It is estimated that approximately 140 million people were exposed to
Russian election propaganda notably, only 110 million people even voted
B ooking a e
ha R
ia 2016 ope a ion leading p o he U.S. elec ion o ld
not have been successful without the cooperation of Facebook. When participants at
the workshop questioned the basis of this finding, Brooking said that the evidence was
incontrovertible. Facebook itself has admitted this fact, and moreover, the Russian troll
operation did little to hide its identity.17
Brooking commented that these efforts were not
directly controlled by Russian intelligence entities but
by troll factories. Brooking described one that was
run by young people as a digital marketing operation
whose employees had to meet a quota of social
media posts each day. He highlighted that this was
not a qualitative operation but one that relied on
volume. It was not intended to have everything go
viral, but to have even 1 percent of the posts catch
fire.

it is not just Russia
causing the problems
on social media it is
also ultimately us.
Algorithms developed
in Silicon Valley are
creating even morepartisan splits in an
already fractured
nation.

With Twitter, it is possible to monitor retweets and
thus gain an understanding of user interest. To
provide an example, Brooking displayed a graph of
scatter plots examining communications connected to
the racial controversy in Ferguson, Missouri, showing
how social media was reinforcing currently held
political beliefs. An overlay showed how many of the
tweets on both sides of the controversy were Russian
trolls that were intensifying an already hyperpartisan
political fight. Russia has also been able to
aggravate existing social tensions on a variety of issues, including anti-Muslim
sentiments and, more recently, the debate about vaccinations.
16

Jim R enbe g, RT, Sp nik and R
ia Ne Theo of Wa , The New York Times Magazine,
September 13, 2017, available at https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/13/magazine/rt-sputnik-and-russiasnew-theory-of-war.html.
17
Sa a Salina , Z cke be g Sa He Seen E idence R
ia T ied o Infl ence Elec ion U ing Social
Media, Con adic ing T mp, CNBC, J l 18, 2018, a ailable a
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In conclusion, Brooking argued that it is not just Russia causing the problems on social
media it is also ultimately us. Algorithms developed in Silicon Valley are creating even
more-partisan splits in an already fractured nation.
That raises a question: Would we have a serious case of 2016 Russian election
interference if we did not have Facebook and related social media, as they currently
function and with their current business models? If that is the case, then the first line of
defense has to be at home and must address regulation, antitrust violations, and
alternative platforms.
Strategy Versus Tactics
Can e di ce n a con i en R
ian info ma ion a fa e a eg , o a e R
ia
information operations best described as evolving and opportunistic? The answer
appea o be bo h.
Russian strategy, with its array of active measures, disinformation and propaganda
exploiting both electronic and social media should be seen as fundamentally a
strategic gesture of a sustained long-term nature
to pervert the understanding of situations and
facts. Moreover, this strategy is intended to
This information
confuse and misdirect the interpretation of
geopolitical phenomena as well as sow an
warfare is now a
undercurrent of discord and civil unrest among
publicly stated part of
targeted rival state populations. The strategic
imperative, overall, is to influence Western
Russian strategy and
thinking, analyses, and perception to
military doctrine of
accommodate the Russian view of the world.

hybrid warfare.

Tactically, the specifics of that strategy are
manifold, complex, and insidious electronic,
print, broadcast, and social media are bent and
steered on a daily basis to deliver messaging that
undergirds the overall Russian strategy and reinforces public appetite for a continuing
series of misleading messages that gradually entices both elites and the public to
sympathize with Moscow.
This information warfare is now a publicly stated part of Russian strategy and military
doctrine of hybrid warfare. It has the a egic objec i e of eakening R
ia foe , b
it is tactically opportunistic. Russian Internet trolls are given freedom to act. They can
exploit whatever opportunities arise, but there is no question where actual authority
rests.
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The Internet Is Only One Aspect of Russian Influence Operations
Russia exercises influence in a variety of ways. Recent research has shown that
Russia has more economic influence over countries in Europe than was previously
imagined. Russian economic influence, in particular through its energy resources and
the pipelines that bring gas to Europe, not only gives Russia leverage over Western
European nations dependent on supply,18 it can use its energy companies in contractual
arrangements that enrich local oligarchs and corrupt local politicians. 19
This mode of influence reflects the Russian state itself. As one participant observed,
R
ia i
ill e m ch a KGB a e . The ne
be een b ine and he
cce o of he KGB emain . The pa e n i eplica ed ab oad. R
ia o k
through local oligarchs whose wealth and power depend on support from Russia.
One can argue that this is no different from Western economic imperialism, except that
eal h in R
ia depend on poli ical app o al. Thi gi e R
ia leade hip fa
greater control over Russian corporations than oda We e n poli ical leade ha e
over Western multinationals. That influence can be exercised both directly and
indirectly through local allies who benefit from Russian connections. The local
beneficiaries themselves own media companies and often field their own political parties
and select their own candidates. Beholden to Russia, they serve Russian interests.
In addition, Russia directly controls a number of local political parties in some Eastern
European and Balkan countries.20 And local journalists can be bought to support
R
ia agenda. A a e l of he e ela ion hip , R
ia can mo e ea il de abili e
local governments, especially where institutions are weak and political systems fragile.
At times, however, it appears that Russian oligarchs may enlist Russian active
measures to serve their own economic interests. One workshop participant referenced
the 2016 attempted coup in Montenegro as an example, suggesting that the attempt to
seize control of the Montenegrin government wa ela ed in pa o Mon eneg o
expropriation of aluminum assets owned by Russian oligarch Oleg Deripaska.21 In an
attempt to regain those assets, Deripaska is believed to have sought the support of
President Putin.

18

Ellen R. Wald, Loo ening R
ia' S anglehold on E opean Na al Ga , The Hill, June 26, 2019,
available at https://thehill.com/opinion/energy-environment/450512-loosening-russias-stranglehold-oneuropean-natural-gas.
19
Alliance fo Sec ing Democ ac and C4ADS, Illici Infl ence Part Two The Ene g Weapon, Ap il
25, 2019, available at https://securingdemocracy.gmfus.org/illicit-influence-part-two-energy-weapon/.
20
Heather A. Conley, Donatienne Ruy, Ruslan Stefanov, and Martin Vladimirov, The Kremlin Playbook 2,
Center for Strategic and International Studies, March 2019, available at
https://www.csis.org/features/kremlin-playbook-2. This study is an update of The Kremlin Playbook,
October 2016, available at https://www.csis.org/analysis/kremlin-playbook.
21
Vale ie Hopkin , Indic men Tell M k Mon eneg in Co p Tale, Politico, updated May 24, 2017,
available at https://www.politico.eu/article/montenegro-nato-milo-dukanovicmurky-coup-plot/.
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The United States Is More Vulnerable Today
There was strong consensus among the participants at the workshop that the American
(and European) target audience is more vulnerable to Russian influence operations
today than it was in the past. Participants cited a number of reasons for this situation.
The sense of unity that governed American attitudes during the Cold War no longer
exists. That sense of unity never impeded robust domestic debate about how best to
counter the Soviet threat, but the debate took place within the context of broad
agreement about the nature of the threat and the identity of the adversary. Any hint of
Kremlin interference in U.S. domestic politics would have drawn bipartisan
condemnation. That is no longer the case.
Division and distrust have replaced American solidarity. Intense political partisanship
has divided the country. Russia did not create this division, but it exploits it. American
citizens appear to trust government institutions less than they once did.22 Citizens in a
democracy can and should question authority, but some Americans, at both ends of the
spectrum, view the federal government as a hostile power that must be destroyed.
Tho e de e mined o b ing do n he a e o ha he ee a he e abli hmen
ill
not flinch at foreign assistance.
There is also less trust in government institutions. According to a Pew Research Center
2019 public-opinion poll, only 17 percent of all Americans trust the U.S. go e nmen o
do he igh hing al a
(3 pe cen ) o mo of he ime (14 pe cen ).23 In part, the
steep decline reflects the deep political divide.
It also reflects the way people now receive the news
increasingly, Americans receive news through the
Internet and social media. The Internet can provide
ready access to vast amounts of information, but at the
same time, there are few barriers to misinformation and
disinformation. People claim to do their own research
on the Internet, but they may have little ability to
distinguish information from nonsense, or they may
seek out sites that reinforce their original opinion.
Critical thinking is a disappearing skill. This reflects a
failure of the educational system.
The RAND Corporation has explored the degradation
of factual discourse in a recent report, Truth Decay,
which pointed to four trends: increasing disagreement
about objective facts, data, and analysis; a blurring of
the line between fact and opinion; an increasing

Division and distrust
have replaced
American solidarity.
Intense political
partisanship has
divided the country.
Russia did not create
this division, but it
exploits it.

22

Pe Re ea ch Cen e , P blic T
in Go e nmen : 1958 2019, Ap il 11, 2019, a ailable a
https://www.people-press.org/2019/04/11/public-trust-in-government-1958-2019/.
23
Ibid.
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relative volume of opinion over fact; and declining trust in government, media, and other
institutions that used to be sources of factual information.24
The way news is presented also has changed. Another recent RAND study examined
how news presentation is changing in the digital age. Comparing news coverage
between 1989 and 2017, the study found that pre-2000 print journalism was more
heavily event- and context-driven and contained more descriptive language to provide
details, while post-2000 journalism engaged in more storytelling and personal
perspective and emotion. Post-2000 coverage of events in broadcast journalism has
become more subjective and more reliant on expressions of opinion. These differences
are most pronounced in prime-time cable television reporting.25
The problem of more-subjective presentation is
exacerbated in some cases by deliberately
misleading, sensationalist, or simply sloppy
reporting. One example of questionable print
The Internet can
reporting related to Russia was an April 2019
provide ready access
a icle p bli hed in he UK Daily Express entitled
R
ia BOASTS of Successful Spy Mission over
to vast amounts of
US Nuclear Sites. 26 The UK Defence Journal
information, but at the
reported that an examination of the article by an
same time, there are
expert at Open Source Intelligence (OSINT)
argued that there was a 60-percent match to recent
few barriers to
publications by Sputnik and, notably, RT. The
misinformation and
OSINT expert (Steffan Watkins) described the
Daily Express epo ing a plagia i m! The UK
disinformation.
Defence Journal went on to explain that the
Russian overflight in question was part of a mission
under the Open Skies Treaty signed in 1992
permitting unarmed, reconnaissance flights over
military sites for the purpose of data collection in a number of signatory countries. The
article added, It was in fact there with US permission and fully monitored at every
age. 27 More broadly, a recent comprehensive study of RT and Sputnik news
practices and their effects on the Western press was conducted by the Policy Institute at

24
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King College London.28 Propaganda production and problematic news reporting
flourish in an environment of media illiteracy the inability to analyze and critically
evaluate what the audience is reading, hearing, or seeing.
These factors provide fertile ground for conspiracy theories. One participant noted that
in classes he teaches to government and security-industry employees, he regularly asks
who attacked the United States on 9/11. An
instantaneous counting tool he uses shows that 15
percent of the students cannot name al Qaeda.
Similarly, students challenge the fact that a plane
the American
was flown into the Pentagon on 9/11 and, echoing
political arena has
a popular conspiracy theory, insist that it was a
U.S. missile. These beliefs, it must be
been taken over by the
emphasized, are held by some U.S. government
values of social media,
officials involved in security matters.
(Conspiracists, no doubt, will see this as
advertising,
confirmation of their suspicions.) Another
entertainment, and
participant asked if an intelligence analyst who
thought a missile caused the Pentagon damage
conflict sport.
would be fired. Probably not.
I i e emel diffic l o change people mind
once they adhere to a belief. In addition to the 15
percent of Homeland Security personnel who could not identify al Qaeda as responsible
for 9/11, 45 percent of teachers attending the security courses could not do so.
Conspiracy theories, popular long before the Internet, have gone far into the
mainstream.
Participants noted that there was still a failure on the part of the public and public
leaders to recognize the threat posed by foreign influence operations. This seems
remarkable given the enormous media coverage of investigations into Russian
interference in the 2016 elections and repeated warnings from the Intelligence
Community, suggesting that it may be as much a matter of unwillingness to
acknowledge the threat as of unawareness. Moreover, it appears that some in
Congress, including members of key committees, admit to not having read the Mueller
report.29 That may be another reflection of the intense political partisanship. Some of
the participants observed that the American political arena has been taken over by the
values of social media, advertising, entertainment, and conflict sport.

28

Gordon Ram a and Sam Robe ha , Weaponi ing Ne : RT, Sp nik and Ta ge ed
Di info ma ion, Polic In i e, King College London, 2019, a ailable a h p ://
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It may also be that people simply do not see the fact of Russian or other foreign
influence operations as a malevolent or even a serious threat. In addition, there is an
abject lack of awareness and training in universities and U.S. government training
programs. Russian influence operations are simply no longer studied or taught. If there
is no consensus on the threat, how do you fashion a response? One participant
recounted the arduous task of getting one leading East Coast university to even
consider such a course, only to be rejected.
There has been a collective loss of memory. It is widely assumed that the threat from
the Kremlin officially ended with the fall of the Soviet Union nearly three decades ago.
The Cold War has been consigned to the domain of historians and old men debating
past battles. Russian revanchism under President Putin is apparent, but Americans
may view it as not a serious problem a matter for Europe, not the United States.
What is clearly not understood is that Russian information warfare is continuous. It is
not limited to influencing elections. It exploits any contentious issue and intrudes into
easily exploitable debates about race, globalization, immigration, viruses, or
vaccination.
The Consequences of Russian Influence Operations Are Underestimated
Participants considered Russian influence operations to be a serious threat to the
nation to be clear, an existential threat. That conclusion may seem overblown, since
Russian influence operations are not the same as a nuclear strike. But they have a
long-term corrosive effect on the very foundation of our democratic form of government.
The h ea en he co e of ha e a e. Thi eaken he Uni ed S a e di ec l and
the alliances essential to American security.

Participants
considered Russian
influence operations
to be a serious threat
to the nation to be
clear, an existential
threat.

On several occasions during the May 2, 2019,
meeting, participants recalled the Chinese
a egi S n T
mo famo apho i m:
S p eme e cellence con i
of b eaking he
enem
e i ance i ho figh ing. A an
example, the Soviet Union was not defeated
militarily; it collapsed from within.

Absence of clear and present danger reduces
public concern. The fact that this threat is
insidious as well as pernicious makes it even
more dangerous and also more difficult to deal
with. We cannot evaluate it by counting missiles
and nuclear warheads. Its effects go beyond the
battlefield, beyond elections. Russian influence
operations are aimed not simply at preventing
someone Russia regards as contrary to its
interests from gaining office or ensuring the victory of one political candidate over
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another. They not only de-legitimatize the winning candidate, they undermine public
faith in the democratic process itself.
In that sense, Russian interference in the 2016
elections, the subsequent Mueller investigation,
and partisan political battles that have resulted
must be regarded as a Russian success. The
electorate has been further fractured. The
government seems incapable of fashioning an
effective response.

The United States will
not be defeated by
foreign foes but we
could be stoked into
turning on each
other.

Participants at the workshop strongly believe that
foreign interference in U.S. elections cannot be
tolerated, although they realize that this view is
not universally held. The damage goes beyond
elections. Russian influence operations exploit all
public differences. They mislead the public to
such an extent that deliberate disinformation and hostile propaganda cannot readily be
distinguished from truthful, objective, and accurate reporting. We cannot blame the
en i e of oda di i i ene on R
ia, b i effo con ib e ignifican l o he
further fracturing of American society. The consequences of this, in the words of one of
he pa icipan , a e ca . The United States will not be defeated by foreign foes
but we could be stoked into turning on each other.
We Are Not Helpless, We Have Met This Challenge Before
The situation is not entirely gloomy. We have met such challenges before. The first
step is to recognize and understand the challenge. More than 70 years ago, George
Kennan analyzed the Soviet threat and recommended marshaling all aspects of U.S.
power short of war to achieve a national objective.30
In 1953, President Dwight Eisenhower established USIA to influence foreign publics.
The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) monitored Soviet active measures, although this
remained a sideshow until the 1980s. Monitoring Soviet activities in the United States
was the responsibility of FBI counterintelligence; the focus here was counterespionage.
Throughout the Cold War, but most systematically in the 1980s, the U.S. government
and outside exper hen kno n a So ie ologi
iden ified and anal ed he e io
nature of active measures and disinformation. In 1981, the U.S. government formed the
AMWG to monitor, analyze, and counter Soviet disinformation and active measures.31
30
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The effort was led initially by the Department of State and later by USIA. Members
included the CIA, Department of Defense, Arms Control and Disarmament Agency,
Defense Intelligence Agency, Department of Justice, and FBI. The AMWG produced
regular and special reports, identifying forgeries and exposing disinformation campaigns
(among them a Soviet effort [Operation INFEKTION] to blame the AIDS virus on the
U.S. government) and other active measures carried out by the Soviet Union. Another
disinformation campaign was the effort to force Radio Free Europe out of Europe in the
1970s. Chapter and verse on these operations exists in the Communist archives.
Reports prepared by the U.S. Department of State and USIA analyzed the scale,
direction, themes, and targets of Soviet propaganda and programs.
Starting in 1986, as a result of congressional legislation the previous year, the State
Department prepared its first report on Soviet active measures, entitled Active
Measures: A Report on the Substance and Process of Anti-U.S. Disinformation and
Propaganda Campaigns.32 Outside of government, Richard Shultz and Roy Godson
were the first to comprehensively examine Soviet active measures in their book,
Dezinformatsia: Active Measures in Soviet
Strategy.33

Historically, the
initiatives to counter
influence operations
have come from the
White House. It seems
almost certain that
any new such initiative
will come from
Congress

These reports were widely circulated in
government and made available to the press.
Had something like the AMWG survived, it would
almost certainly have identified, understood, and
exposed Russian interference in the 2016
elections. The last AMWG report was issued in
1992.

P e iden Ronald Reagan 1983 Na ional
Security Decision Directive (NSDD) 7534
reinforced this effort, calling for strengthening U.S.
instruments of political action as part of a broader
strategy for dealing with the Soviet Union. The
same NSDD also called for simultaneous efforts to
engage the Soviet Union in negotiations to
attempt to reach agreements in the interest of
both countries. The end of the Cold War saw
these efforts largely dismantled. Thirty years later, they are mostly forgotten.

Institute of World Politics Press, 2007, available at
https://www.academia.edu/11035481/The_Public_Diplomacy_Reader_2007.
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Historically, the initiatives to counter influence operations have come from the White
House. It seems almost certain that any new such initiative will come from Congress,
but it will need White House backing to be effective. As before, it will require a
collaborative approach involving the Intelligence Community, the Department of Justice
and the FBI, the Department of State, the Department of Defense, and for reasons
relating to cyber security the Department of Homeland Security. That, in turn, will
require a new version of the AMWG. Like the original AMWG, the new enterprise
should be able to reach outside government for expertise and experience.
Questions About Strategy
Current efforts to counter Russian interference in future elections focus on preventing
hackers from altering the ballot count. Cybersecurity is, of course, an essential
component of ensuring the integrity of the election process, but it also reflects a
reluctance to address bigger issues. There is no evidence that Russia directly altered
the vote, although it hacked voting systems in some areas. It mainly sought to influence
voters before they made decisions, not change their ballots after they voted. The issue
is not whether Russian interference assisted their favored candidate in getting elected,
but that Russian operations have succeeded in eroding confidence in the democratic
process and have lent credence to any future claims of fraudulent vote counts.
Interference in U.S. elections has resulted in sanctions being imposed on Russia, but
strategic questions remain. How the United States deals with continuing Russian
influence operations raises broader strategic questions. These fall into two categories:
One is how to prevent, deter, or discourage Russia (and other foreign powers) from
interfering in U.S. elections; the other is what rules should be imposed (and can be
enforced) to govern domestic political campaigns.
One participant pointed out that the U.S. government assumes it has the right to speak
out about foreign elections. This interference tends to focus more on ensuring that
elections take place and that they are honest than on choosing one candidate over
another, but there are times when U.S. backing for or opposition to specific candidates
is patent. If Americans can interfere with foreign elections, how can Americans object to
foreign interference in U.S. elections? It is a fair question, although it can be noted that
consistency is not always a prerequisite in matters of national security. The objective
here is not to create an international convention banning election interference the
United States can defend democracy and on occasion indicate its preferences while at
the same time outlawing foreign influence operations in its own elections. But it must be
recognized that decisions abroad can have consequences and complicate domestic
concerns.
Russian influence operations are, at least in part, a response to what Russia views as
threats to its own security. Moreover, Russian interference in U.S. elections is just one
of a number of contentious issues between the two countries. Scaling back Russian
influence operations will not resolve other fundamental differences. How the United
States responds to Russian interference should be part of a broader review of U.S.
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strategy for dealing with Russia, although the response need not await the outcome of a
broader review. A sharp response is appropriate.
Is the use of false fronts, phony websites, battalions of bots, forgeries, and fake stories
legitimate? Technological developments are taking what were once regarded as dirty
tricks to a new and dangerous level, and it appears that technology will only increase
the capacity for malevolence. Foreign interference can combine with domestic dirty
tricks far more than was seen in 2016, when the
Russians actually made little attempt to disguise
their involvement. In other words, some
How the United
countermeasures may apply specifically to Russia,
some may apply to foreign interference in general,
States responds to
and some may set forth rules to prevent assaults
Russian interference
on the democratic process whatever the source.
should be part of a
However, difficulty in addressing the broader
issues should not become an excuse for delay in
broader review of U.S.
responding to the immediate Russian threat.
Defensive and Offensive Countermeasures
Some observers believe that Russia will continue
its influence operations, whatever the United
States does. It is up to us to deprive the Russians
of easy ways to do this and to blunt their effect.

strategy for dealing
with Russia, although
the response need not
await the outcome of
a broader review.

Protection. There is evidence that in 2016,
Russian hackers penetrated the election systems
in at least one county in Florida and made
attempts to penetrate other counties in the state. Subsequent reporting indicated that
Russians had penetrated the voter registration systems in at least seven states. Such
breaches theoretically could be used to interfere with voting or possibly alter the results
of future elections, but even short of direct interference or manipulation of the results,
the attempted penetrations, successful or not, will lend credence to the perception that
the election process itself has been compromised. Results can be rejected, promoting
political crises, which then can be further exploited by Russian trolls. We are already
there.
The threat has been recognized, but steps to remedy the situation are still hampered by
partisan debate about the 2016 elections. For a variety of political and commercial
reasons, an Alexandrian solution of returning to paper ballots, thereby negating any
external interference via the Internet, seems unlikely to be accepted. At a minimum,
states must increase their security measures, but they must also explore how they
might respond to allegations that an election has been compromised.
Exposure. One of the most useful countermeasures that emerged from the AMWG in
the 1980s was the public exposure of specific Russian disinformation operations. For
those who claim that they trust Russian sources more than American sources (or trust
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American sources less), exposure will have little effect; but for many, identifying the
sources may suffice to discredit the operations or at least arouse skepticism and
thereby blunt their effects. Exposure is the least controversial of the potential
countermeasures.
Work with technology companies to find solutions. This is already being done, but
greater cooperation can be achieved. Foreign sites promoting conflict can be shut
down. Bots can be identified. It is not a matter of censorship or demanding
compliance, but one of identifying areas of common interest.

identifying the
sources may suffice to
discredit the
operations or at least
arouse skepticism and
thereby blunt their
effects.

Truth. The antidote to falsehood is truth.
Previous efforts to counter foreign influence
ope a ion in ol ed
h q ad ha iden ified
the lies and offered the facts. That may not work
in all cases, as Russian influence operations do
not always promote lies, but often seek simply to
intensify conflict and create confusion, using
content already circulating. These are often
i
e on hich people mind a e ha d o
change.

Imp o ing he ec i of Ame ica elec ion
systems, exposure of Russian disinformation
operations, finding technological solutions, and
setting the story straight are essentially defensive
measures, necessary but insufficient to deter
continued Russian operations. Participants at the
workshop were anxious to explore a range of active countermeasures to impose a cost
on R
ia aimed a de e ence. A one pa icipan p i , We ha e alked a lo abo
defense, but defense only. We need o go on he offen e. The g o p ag eed ha
Russia must understand that information warfare is not risk-free there is a cost.35
Sanctions. Sanctions are already in place on Russia for a variety of matters, including
interference with U.S. elections.36 Economic anc ion e ploi Ame ica commanding
position in the world economy and the U.S. dollar as the sole reserve currency.
Sanctions, when precisely targeted, can have effects, and they can be increased.
However, as one participant pointed out, sanctions are a tool, not a strategy. Used as a
blunt instrument, they can also be counterproductive, promoting hostility and defiance
rather than compliance.

35

Eli Lake, Wh T mp I Rel c an o E cala e he C be Wa i h R
ia, Bloomberg, February 28,
2018, available at https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2018-02-28/cyber-war-with-russia-mightnot-end-well-for-the-u-s.
36
Jacqueline Thom en, T ea
Sanc ion R
ian O e Alleged Election Interference, Nerve-Agent
A ack, The Hill, December 19, 2018, available at https://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/422099treasury-sanctions-russians-over-alleged-election-interference-nerve.
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Retaliation. Russia itself is not immune to information warfare. U.S. operations could
highlight the fact that average Russians have poor lives, while Russian political leaders
and oligarchs have vast fortunes. In fact, U.S.funded global media (international broadcasting)
devotes considerable resources to this theme now.
This includes efforts by the Voice of America (VOA)
Differences between
and RFE/RL Russian Services, Current Time
Russian and Western
Russian-language TV, and independent Russian
societies may preclude
media such as Meduza. The issue is what more
can be done, and how.
merely duplicating

Russian efforts and
Corruption is another vulnerability. President Putin
saw the publication of the Panama Papers as a
using the same
personal attack.37 The millions of leaked
techniques against
documents exposed the secret offshore companies
and accounts that Putin and his inner circle used to
them.
hide hei fab lo fo ne . E ima e of P in
personal worth range between $70 billion and $200
billion, making him one of the richest men in the
world, if not the richest.38 That is a remarkable
accumulation of wealth for a man who, according to official sources, earns about
$112,000 a year.39
At the same time, some of the participants counseled caution in thinking about
retaliation in kind. Differences between Russian and Western societies may preclude
merely duplicating Russian efforts and using the same techniques against them.
The United States can explore other ways of creating difficulties for Russia. It is useful
o ecall ha R
ia e cala ion of i ac i e measures effort arose from what it viewed
as aggressive active measures by the West in the former Yugoslavia and the flower and
color revolutions in former Soviet republics. It can be claimed that U.S. diplomacy in
these cases was intended to advance American ideals democracy achieved through
free elections. The primary objective was not to create problems for Russia. In any
case, retaliation for Russian interference in U.S. politics need not be limited to using the
same currency.

37

Adam Ta lo , P in Sa he Panama Pape as a Personal Attack and May Have Wanted Revenge
R
ian A ho Sa , Washington Post, April 28, 2017, available at
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2017/08/28/putin-saw-the-panama-papers-as-apersonal-attack-and-may-have-wanted-revenge-russian-authors-say/.
38
Anders A l nd, I ' Time o Go Af e Vladimi P in' Mone in he We , Washington Post, March 29,
2018, available at https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/democracy-post/wp/2018/03/29/its-time-to-goafter-vladimir-putins-money-in-the-west/.
39
Adam Ta lo , Ahead of R
ian Elec ion , P in Relea e Official De ail of Weal h, Income,
February 7, 2018, available at https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2018/02/07/aheadof-russian-elections-putin-releases-official-details-of-wealth-and-income/?utm_term=.f8441338d997.
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Countering Russian information operations in the United States follows one set of rules,
although it may be useful to re-examine these. U.S. operations abroad have greater
latitude.
Our Broader Message to Russia
One participant at the meeting counseled that U.S. offensive and defensive measures
against Russian influence operations should be supportive of, not counter to, a general
me age o he R
ian people and R
ia eli e abo
ha he Uni ed S a e
supports and is trying to promote: (1) real, or at least better, democracy; (2) the rule of
law; (3) honest capitalism (notwithstanding some of our failings on this front); (4)
economic policies that serve the general welfare; and (5) R
ia e pec for the
independence of her former colonies and provinces. We should point out that we do not
oppose Russia being an influential great power in world affairs. What we suggest is that
if Russia moves in the direction suggested here, it will become not only a greater power,
but a greater country.
Admittedly, some in the United States may regard this message as too positive,
perhaps too sentimental. But its content reflects what the United States stands for itself,
along with the criticisms and aspirations of the Russian people themselves.
What Is to Be Done?
Whether the United States decides to confront or ignore the issue, it should be assumed
that Russian influence operations will continue. Absence of response will embolden
Ame ica ad e a ie . Info ma ion a fa e i
now part of their arsenal as both an
accompaniment and an alternative to armed
conflict. In response to Russian efforts, the
Despite the rapidly
United States has implemented some
growing volume of
countermeasures that impose costs on Russia, at
least in tactical ways, but these appear feeble
media coverage
and are not well coordinated. The United States
devoted to Russian
needs to be better prepared. The first steps
presented below can assist the nation in
information warfare
developing its capabilities and formulating a
understanding of the
comprehensive strategy.

threat and its
consequences can still
be considered poor.
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Despite the rapidly growing volume of media
coverage devoted to Russian information warfare
(and that of other countries and non-state actors),
understanding of the threat and its consequences
can still be considered poor. Russian
interference is not just a matter of hacking voter
rolls or voting machines, it is much broader, and it
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is not limited to elections. Rather, it seeks to divide and weaken the nation by
opportunistically exploiting any contentious issue. Awareness can be raised through
publicized investigations and public hearings.
To the extent that such investigations and hearings can be kept nonpartisan, they will
have greater impact. The nation has to examine the threat and devise ways to counter
it separate from debates about whether President Trump colluded, benefited, or
obstructed. White House sensitivity on this issue is understandable but cannot be
allowed to prevent, deter, or delay measures to prevent further meddling in future
elections and the consequences it will have. Neither should threat assessments be
exploited as an opportunity for continued attacks on the president.
The participants at the workshop had no easy solutions for setting partisanship aside,
and they realize that this falls into the category of exhortation, but national interests
must in this case prevail over partisan interests. The
participants represented a broad spectrum of
political views, but despite philosophical differences,
The participants
they agreed that the threat is serious and requires
greater national unity than has been evident thus far.
represented a broad
Congress may have to take the lead. Participants
also are aware that White House leadership and
support was a prerequisite in past efforts and
specifically noted the vigorous program initiated by
the Reagan administration. It is uncertain whether
one can realistically anticipate the same level of
support today, which means that any effort may
depend more on finding champions in a currently
divided legislative branch and a divided American
public. It must be remembered that America is a
powerful nation its weaknesses are self-inflicted.

spectrum of political
views, but they
agreed that the threat
is serious and requires
greater national unity
than has been evident
thus far.

The reorganization of government is not required,
but the implementation and coordination of a
national response will require more than fragile interagency scaffolding. A serious
national effort will require a bureaucratic enterprise with its own voice and budget (or a
strong enough say in budgeting to give it the necessary clout) to ensure adequate
resources. The AMWG offers a good model, but, again, it had the strong personal
backing of the president as well as that of other parts of government, including the CIA
under Director William Casey.
There are several organizational alternatives that can be explored. They include the
following:
Creating an office or designating an official at the National Security Council
charged with political warfare could be done quickly and would not cost much. It
would, at least in theory, provide a more coordinated and strategic approach.
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Creating a political warfare fusion center along the lines of the National CounterTerrorism Center would require Congressional approval and would take longer
but would institutionalize efforts.40 Using a U.S. Trade Representative model, a
cabinet-level office could be created with a few staff and lots of detailees for
other agencies, giving the effort more clout.
Most ambitiously, the United States could create a new influence agency that
would consolidate the mission of the old USIA and some State Department
functions, providing it with updated analytical capabilities.
The AMWG had a requirement to report to Congress and robust support from the
legislative branch. Congress could mandate that the Executive Branch produce regular
classified and unclassified reports on the influence activities of foreign nations as a
means of raising awareness, alerting news outlets, and informing the public.

Congress could
mandate that the
Executive Branch
produce regular
reports on the
influence activities of
foreign nations as a
means of raising
awareness, alerting
news outlets, and
informing the public.

Congress may need to review some existing U.S.
policies and laws that prevent government use of
social media and the Internet. Prohibiting the
Intelligence Community f om ac ion in ended o
infl ence Uni ed S a e poli ical p oce e i a
o nd idea, b he na e of oda
echnolog
makes it impossible to guarantee that no U.S.
person will be inadvertently exposed to
information operations intended for other
audiences. Keeping the Intelligence Community
out of domestic politics does not mean banning all
government activity on the Internet or social
media. Part of the problem may arise from overly
cautious interpretations of the law. The country is
already grappling with similar issues in its efforts
to counter terrorism. How can Americans protect
their own freedoms where the contest consists of
manipulating perceptions? There could be new
legislation defining and outlawing foreign influence
in U.S. elections. There are currently three recent
bills.41

Identifying and analyzing foreign influence
operations and implementing countermeasures will require a dedicated, trained cadre of
individuals, not just one or two people assigned to a secondary task. That means there
40

Charles T. Cleveland et al., An American Way of Political Warfare, Santa Monica, CA: RAND
Corporation, PE-304, 2018, available at https://www.rand.org/pubs/perspectives/PE304.html; and Seth
Jone , The F
e of Wa fa e I I eg la , The National Interest, August 26, 2018, available at
https://nationalinterest.org/feature/future-warfare-irregular-29672.
41
Zhou, Li, Rep blican A e S ill Blocking Elec ion Sec i Bill Af e M elle Te imon ,
Vox, July 25, 2019, available at https://www.vox.com/2019/5/21/18629428/election-security-mitchmcconnell-donald-trump-russia.
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must be career incentives to follow such a path. These do not currently exist in
government.
Government will have to work with technology companies who see their vast subscriber
populations and economic interests as international rather than supportive of any
national goals. A strict regulatory approach is undesirable, but some rules may
contribute to both national interests and corporate
objectives, assuming these include the integrity of
communications. Creative ways are needed to
It may be too late to
enlist the vast experience of the private sector in
countering inappropriate influence operations. This
mount an effective
assistance will be critical.
Any new effort to counter Russian influence
operations will have to incorporate lessons learned
from the past. As we see from the attached
bibliography, there is a rich body of experience and
literature that should be cataloged. Although not all
of what was done before may be applicable to
current circumstances, and there are new
circumstances that offer opportunities that did not
exist in the past, looking at past successes and
failures is a place to start. Unfortunately, there is no
single comprehensive history of U.S. efforts to
counter Russian influence operations. It would be
useful to have one.

counteroffensive to
Russian meddling before
the 2020 election
campaigns but the
candidates themselves
have an opportunity to
make their views known
on what they consider
acceptable and
unacceptable behavior
by foreign governments
and entities, as well as
by domestic actors.

Another useful task to be undertaken should be the
compilation of a comprehensive list of concrete,
specific examples of Russian influence operations.
Each entry should include the context of the
operation, the substance of the message or action,
the apparent intended purpose, the apparent or
suspected true source, and the assessed impact.
The creation of such a catalog would reinforce credibility and provide an instructive
guide going forward.

There needs to be a national discussion about what the United States considers
legitimate and illegitimate foreign influence in U.S. elections. Foreign nations will no
doubt have their own preferences in the outcome of U.S. elections and may make these
known. That is different from creating false fronts by pretending to be American
sources, planting fake stories, or engaging in other covert operations or dirty tricks. It
may be too late to mount an effective counteroffensive to Russian meddling before the
2020 election campaigns, which have already begun, but the candidates themselves
have an opportunity to make their views known on what they consider acceptable and
unacceptable behavior by foreign governments and entities, as well as by domestic
actors.
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